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Dear Friend,
With this first annual letter that I write on behalf of the Lois Roth Endowment (LRE),
let me say how honored I feel to be carrying on the legacy of both my stepmother,
Lois W. Roth, and ray father, Richard T. Arndt, who built the Endowment in her
memory.
I think you will agree that the work outlined in the accompanying Annual Review
does justice to them and to the Endowment's 28-year mission: to foster international
dialogue by means of small investments in select individuals. Let me start with two
highlights of the last program year:
• As you may remember, in 2012-13 we established the third in a trilogy of
awards for Excellence in Cultural Diplomacy, designed to recognize the major
groups involved in representing US cultural affairs overseas: Foreign Service
Officers, Foreign National Employees, and Domestic Employees of the Bureau of
Educational and Cultural Affairs (ECA). This year's honorees—Sherry KenesonHall, Dominique Benbrahim and Michael Weider—embody the very essence of
each award.
As, exceptionally this year, all three were able to attend the ECA awards ceremony
in Washington, we held a small luncheon for them and the members of the ECA
jury. There the conversation revealed a truly inspiring degree of mutual awareness
and confluence across their different areas of responsibility, as well as repeated
expressions of the importance of our awards in building morale and a sense of
worth. I found this experience deeply moving, and regard it as a confirmation of
the underlying goals the Endowment has sought to actualize through these awards.
It was therefore the proverbial icing on the cake when we learned, at the end of the
awards ceremony the next day, that ECA plans to name a conference room for Lois
W. Roth. Our thanks for their interest and support go to ECA Assistant Secretary
Evan Ryan, her Principal Deputy Kelly Keiderling and Senior Advisor Rick Ruth.
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» Another highlight of the program year was an apparent increase in top-notch
literary translations into English—a particularly welcome development, given a
widespread lack of awareness of foreign authors among US readers. LRE offers
two prizes for translations into English. Our Persian Translation Prize went to the
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accomplished poet Geoffrey Squires, for his volume Hafez: Translations and Interpretations
of the Ghazals (Miami University Press). The increased interest in literary translation was
particularly noticeable with regard to the MLA-Roth Award, however. Ours is the only Modern
Language Association prize that is open to translations from all languages; so far it has gone to
works translated from Chinese, Russian, Arabic, Japanese, Italian and German.
This year Rosemary Feal, Executive Director of the Modern Language Association, reports that
75 books competed for our translation prize! In response to the exceptional quality and number
of these works, the jury bestowed an unprecedented four Honorable Mentions ... in addition to
the prize-winning translation of The Tale of the Heike (Viking 2012) by Royall Tyler (Australian
National University).
In Board news, the past year has witnessed the retirement of several key Board members: our
Founding Chair Richard T. Arndt, founding Board member Henry A. Millon, and Board stalwart
David A. Johnson. To allow us the continued benefit of their generous and wise counsel, the Board
has resolved to establish an Advisory Council; we are in the final stages of drafting the relevant
bylaws and look forward to the Council taking shape in early 2015. As for new Board members,
we are thrilled to welcome to our ranks Kimberly Bender, a lawyer and the Executive Director of
the Heurich House Museum in Washington, DC.
Finally, I am very lucky to be taking the helm of the Endowment in a period of fiscal growth. I
am happy to report that overall the Endowment earned a 12.13% return for the 2014 fiscal year
(July 2013 - June 2014). Our equities returned 27.08% (compared to the Standard and Poor's
index return of 24.61%). Since the beginning of the new fiscal year, our holdings have continued
to grow; they are up 6.16% and currently yielding 2.35%. Complementing this growth, our annual
administrative expenditures have dropped significantly—from 47% of total budget two years ago,
to only 26% this year. But perhaps most gratifying of all, as I write this letter, is the fact that the
current value of the Endowment is at an all time high of $722,498.
Thanks to Shawn O'Reilly, Founding Partner of RBC's award-winning Columbia Group, and
his deputy Emily Ferry, the Endowment was able to weather and then bounce back from the
recession of 2008-09 in exemplary fashion. Their able stewardship assures that annual gifts and
living bequests to the Endowment flourish over the long-term, helping foster international cultural
dialogue on a human scale. Please consider such a gift and feel free to contact me.
As you know, friends like you are the principal support of the Endowment's ability to carry on its
many projects. We are grateful for your sustained commitment.
Warm greetings to you all in this holiday season,

cfndt-Briggs, Chair

Please let us know if you prefer receiving our Annual Review via email at contact@rothendowment. org!

